Abstract This paper describes development of a high speed Doppler OFDI system for non-invasive vascular imaging. Doppler OFDI (optical frequency domain imaging) is one of the phase-resolved second generation OCT (optical coherence tomography) techniques for high resolution imaging of moving elements in biological tissues. To achieve a phase-resolved imaging, two temporally separated measurements are required. In a conventional Doppler OCT, a pair of massively oversampled successive A-lines is used to minimize de-correlation noise at the expense of significant imaging speed reduction. To minimize a de-correlation noise between targeted two measurements without suffering from significant imaging speed reduction, several methods have been developed such as an optimized scanning pattern and polarization multiplexed dual beam scanning. This research represent novel imaging technique using frequency multiplexed dual beam illumination to measure exactly same position with aimed time interval. Developed system has been verified using a tissue phantom and mouse vessel imaging.
Introduction
The Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is non-invasive high speed 3D imaging using a broad band laser light source with the Michelson interferometer configuration. Optical frequency domain imaging (OFDI) is developed to overcome slow imaging speed of OCT, so called second generation OCT [1] .
Among the OFDI system, the Doppler OFDI system has been used to detect moving elements using Doppler phenomena inside an imaging target such as vessel structure inside a tissue.
For OFDI system, this Doppler shift appears as a phase shift value determined by moving velocity of particles and a time interval between two measurements [2] [3] [4] . Therefore, two measurements should be achieved at exactly same position with a temporal separation. This principle strictly limits performance of Doppler OCT as slight movement between two scan can increase phase noise significantly which disables Doppler shift detection [5] [6] [7] .
The Conventional Doppler OCT system used oversampling in X or Y scanning direction to minimize a transverse displacement of an imaging beam between two measurement points with a time interval which naturally reduces imaging speed.
Recently, several methods have been developed such as an optimized scanning pattern or polarization multiplexed dual beam system. The optimized scanning patterns such as a saw tooth scanning, segmented saw tooth scanning and step scanning are achieved by programmed scanning motor control [8, 9] . This method could decrease de-correlation noise caused by un-wanted beam displacement significantly. However, mechanical limitation of the scanning mirror patterning could still limit imaging speed. The polarization multiplexed dual beam scanning method could increase the imaging speed up to general OCT system as two measurement points can be achieved with two beams without any effect on the data in condition of the precise alignment as we described before.
System Verification
To represent phase sensitivity of the system, homogeneous phantom is used to measure phase sensitivity related to the SNR. As we developed system with reduced signal noise caused by de-correlation, phase noise should be limited by signal intensity as function of the inverse proportion of radial root value of the SNR.
De-correlation noise is caused by spatial difference between two measurement points which have unrelated phase information regardless Doppler signal from moving particle.
This de-correlation noise is directly related to 
Conclusions
We demonstrate high-speed Doppler OFDI 
